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Social Security:
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by Sylvester J. Schieber

There is a question of relative sizing of our

existing national defined benefit retirement sys-

tem that is worthy of public discussion. I believe

that there are indications—some of them histor-

ical, some of them current, and some of them

forward looking—that suggest our Social

Security system is larger than a lot of people

would like.

The Size of Social Security
Economists have observed that the tax incen-

tives encouraging home mortgages and employ-

er-sponsored health benefit plans have led to

potentially excessive direction of our national

resources to housing and health care. I believe a

similar argument could be made that the signifi-

cant subsidization of Social Security benefits

during its implementation probably encouraged

it to grow larger than it would have otherwise

and possibly larger than is desirable.

While Social Security was relatively redistribu-

tional even during its early days, the absolute

subsidization of retirement income was much

larger for middle- and upper-income workers

than it was for those with a career of low earn-

ings. The program was such a good deal in its

early years that workers had to have been

enthralled with their significant windfalls. It is

unlikely that they fully appreciated the burden

they were creating for future generations.

Today, concerns over the size of Social Security focus on the intrusion of payroll tax rates on

workers’ ability to save for retirement. Concerns for the future relate to returns young workers

will get on their payroll tax rates. The earliest architects of the system warned that shifting from

advance funding to pay-as-you-go financing would yield problematic rates of return for future

generations. 

In a retirement context, Social Security insures against two risks: (1) a work career of modest

earnings; and (2) workers’ myopia in saving for their own retirement. Rates of return calcula-

tions are misleading for the first risk because it has no private market counterpart. The value of

this protection must be decided in the courts of public opinion through the political process.

But rates of return calculations are very important for the second risk. We need a Social Security

solution that gives people a greater sense of security and fairness than seems to prevail today.

Sylvester J. Schieber is Director of the Research & Information Center, Watson Wyatt Worldwide.  This Brief is drawn from
commentary he presented at the Academy’s 1998 conference.  The book of conference proceedings, Framing the Social
Security Debate: Values, Politics, and Economics, is distributed through the Brookings Institution Press, 202-797-6258.  
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Certainly, larger employers of the day who

were creating their own retirement plans to

manage work forces had to have understood

the tremendous windfall presented them

because they had trained actuaries helping to

integrate the systems.

During the late 1940s, those concerned about

the tendency for the tremendous deal to stim-

ulate public demand for more of the same

advocated a two-tier system with immediate

provision of benefits for all the elderly. They

thought the cost rate of a fully implemented

system would act as a governor on benefit

demands. These proposals were never success-

ful, and the system as we know it today did

not mature until the mid-1970s, the point

when the portion of the population over 65

receiving benefits reached equality with the

portion of the work force paying taxes.

Today, concerns over the size of the program

are expressed through observations about the

relative magnitude of payroll taxes and income

taxes that workers pay, about the intrusion of

payroll tax rates on rank-and-file workers’ abili-

ty to save for their own retirement needs, and

on the overall deadweight burden on econom-

ic activities.

For the future, there are dual concerns about

the expansion of tax rates that many people

already find onerous and about whether or not

the system is a fair deal for today’s younger

workers and future generations. The question

of whether young workers get a fair return on

their Social Security taxes seems to be on many

people’s minds. 

Privatization, Prefunding and 
Rates of Return
I agree wholeheartedly with the findings of

Geanakoplos, Mitchell, Zeldes1 that privatiza-

tion and prefunding are distinct and need to

be evaluated as such. “Privatization” — that is,

the creation of individual defined contribution

accounts as part of Social Security — is quite

separate from “prefunding” — that is, building

up more advance funding in the system. I

agree that privatization without prefunding

will not raise the rate of return on the current

system; and that it is prefunding, itself, that

raises rates of return on Social Security taxes. I

also agree that prefunding cannot be achieved

without incurring costs and that the assign-

ment of those costs will affect the overall rates

of returns differentially for various generations.

Despite the costs associated with it, I am dri-

ven to the conclusion that we would be better

off with some prefunding. Further, I am of the

opinion that a central government entity like

Social Security will never be an accumulator of

private assets. I come to this conclusions based

partly on my reading of the history of the cur-

rent system, which was originally intended to

be partially funded, and based also on my per-

ceptions about the role of the central govern-

ment in our society.

Lessons from History
I am not the first to come to this conclusion.

Indeed, the earliest architects of the program

recognized the relationship between prefund-

ing and rates of return for future generations.

As evidence, I offer an observation from

Arthur Altmeyer, “Mr. Social Security” during

the early years of the program. Of the de facto
decision to move the program from its origi-

nally intended partial prefunding basis to a

pay-as-you-go basis, he testified:

The indefinite continuation of the 

present contribution rate will eventually

necessitate raising the employees’ 

contribution rate later to a point where

future beneficiaries will be obliged to
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pay more for their benefits than if they

obtained this insurance from a private

insurance company.

I say it is inequitable to compel them to

pay more under this system than they

would have to pay to a private insur-

ance company, and I think that

Congress would be confronted with

that embarrassing situation.2

Anticipated rates of return provided by Social

Security for future cohorts of retirees are prob-

lematic. They are likely to generate increasingly

negative assessments of the program, further

undermining the faith

of the American public

in it. This is not an

ideological conclusion;

it follows from the

common sense assess-

ment of Arthur

Altmeyer back in 1945.

His point merits seri-

ous consideration.

When the Committee

on Economic Security

reported to Congress,

Franklin Roosevelt said

the goal of its recom-

mendations was to

protect workers against

“certain hazards and

vicissitudes of life.” Of the hazards and vicissi-

tudes of life that Social Security covers, the

greatest concern over money’s worth arises

under the Old Age Insurance program. The

reason for this relates to the accrual of

“wealth” in the form of Social Security benefits

during workers’ careers and the implied rate of

return on that wealth accumulation. The prob-

lem Social Security faces is that its ultimate rate

of return is limited to the combined rates of

growth in wages and the labor force. In a

world with slow growth rates in both of these

items, cohort-specific returns are bound to be

paltry.

The Two Risks Insured Against
Part of the concern about Social Security’s

returns relates to the hazards that are being

“insured” by the retirement program. I believe

there are two separate “hazards” being covered

by the retirement program. Their muddling

has led to significant criticism of the program

from a money’s worth perspective. One of the

hazards is the risk of an unsuccessful work

career. The other is the risk of workers’ myopia

in regard to saving for retirement during their

working career. The insurance to cover these

two risks raises widely different implications

about the importance of Social Security rates

of return.

Some workers have low wages over their whole

work careers and cannot save adequately for

their retirement. Others face circumstances at

some point in their lives that significantly derail

their ability to save. Such problems diminish

workers’ ability to save on their own, and a

redistributive social insurance program can

help to ameliorate the situation. Private insur-

ance institutions do not provide insurance of

this sort. 

Insuring against workers’ myopia relative to

their own need to save for retirement is com-

pletely different than insuring them against

career breakdowns. In insuring against the

problem of savings myopia, the requirement

that workers make some provision for their

own retirement needs can be achieved through

Social Security, as we do now, or by requiring

that workers save for retirement through some

alternative vehicle. 

Current money’s worth calculations for the

“bad labor market experience” element of
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Social Security may be misleading because

there is no private market counterpart against

which the program’s operations can be mea-

sured. This part of the program provides insur-

ance with similarities to home fire insurance.

Just because a homeowner can not make a

claim on insurance because there has not been

a fire doesn’t mean the homeowner has not

received value from the insurance. Just because

a worker experiences a full successful career

does not mean that he or she does not derive

some value from insurance against a bad career

outcome. There is insurance value in the 

protection against the contingency of career

breakdown even though none occurs in some

cases. This value is not recognized in current

money’s worth analyses.

The difference between insurance against bad

labor market experience and home fire insur-

ance is that the latter has a determinable value

based on the probability of a fire and the prop-

erty value being insured. In the case of insur-

ing people against career failure, the actuarial

determination of value that can be made on

homeowner’s fire insurance must be replaced

by a social valuation determined in the courts

of public opinion and political deliberation. To

determine whether the “bad labor market

experience” element of the program is provid-

ing money’s worth, policymakers must weigh

program costs against perceived benefits to

society. This inexact process is driven by 

political considerations about relative needs of

retirees versus other things that compete for

governmental resources. 

Relative rates of return to the mandated retire-

ment savings portion of our Social Security 

system are extremely important. Once again,

the reason relates to the point that Arthur

Altmeyer made in his 1945 congressional testi-

mony cited earlier. Simply put, it is unfair to

compel workers to pay more under this system

than they would have to pay under a private

alternative. The current

system has not been an

effective capital accu-

mulation vehicle

because of the realities

of the legislative

process. The original

architects of Social

Security knew that the

failure to fund the pro-

gram would have dire

implications for future

workers when the sys-

tem matured. Because

of the inability to fund

the program during its

early years, Social

Security is unfair to

many current workers

according to the crite-

ria its architects speci-

fied, and it will become

increasingly unfair for

future worker cohorts.

If we were to create some form of individual

accounts as an element of Social Security

reform, it would introduce a different element

of risk than exists in the current system. Some

kinds of risks, such as equitable treatment of

spouses and divorced spouses, could be accom-

modated in a system of individual accounts.3

In some regards, earnings sharing, or more

precisely, retirement accrual sharing, could be

achieved more readily under an individual

account program than under the current sys-

tem. If husbands and wives are not inclined to

properly make provision for dependent spouses

through voluntary joint and survivor provi-

sions, there would be nothing to  prevent poli-

cy makers from mandating joint and survivor

benefits for married couples. 

Just because a

worker has a 

successful work

career does not

mean that he or

she had no value

from insurance

against a bad

career outcome.

That value is 

not recognized 

in current 

money’s worth

analysis.
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Conclusion
It is fairly clear to me that no matter what we

do to reform the current system, we cannot

eliminate all of the risks that workers and

retirees will face in the future. But Franklin D.

Roosevelt acknowledged this problem in his

presidential statement at the signing of the

Social Security Act in 1935 when he said: “We

can never insure 100 percent of the population

against 100 percent of the hazards and 

vicissitudes of life.” That is as true today as it

was then. But the certainty is that we must do

something. The practical fact is that we would

be better off doing something sooner rather

than later. The hope I have is that we can find

a solution that will give people a greater sense

of security and fairness relative to Social

Security than seems to prevail across large 

segments of the work force today.
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Sooner is Better

in Social Security Reform

By Michael J. Boskin

Social Security is a large and growing share of federal

spending. It also is a large and growing share of federal

taxes. Today (excluding interest on the debt) Social

Security and Medicare spending account for 40 percent

of the federal budget; payroll tax collections represent

over a third of the federal tax burden. Including the

employer contribution, the typical family in America

pays as much or more in payroll taxes as in income

taxes.

While there is a tendency to separate Social Security

and Medicare, we must think of resolving the problems

in these programs in a coordinated fashion, because of

their combined impact on the elderly and their aggre-

gate levels of spending and taxes.

Social Security and the Economic

Status of the Elderly

Social Security has contributed significantly to one of

the greatest achievements of our society: the tremen-

dous decrease in poverty among the elderly. The

poverty rate of the elderly has declined from almost

three times that of the general population to about the

same as the general population today. (Obviously, this

varies among subgroups within the elderly population;

the poverty rate of elderly widows is relatively high.)

What would have happened to the poverty rate of the

elderly had Social Security not been expanded substan-

tially over the past three decades? My own view is that

a sizeable part of this decline in poverty is attributable

to Social Security. At the same time, we also need to

recognize that Social Security has, in part, replaced

continued earnings and private savings.

Consider, for example, labor force participation. In the

last three decades, the labor force participation of men

age 65 and over has gone from a little under 30 per-

cent to 16 percent or so. There has also been a very

sharp decline in labor force participation of men aged

55 to 64.1 There are many causes of this decline, but

multiple studies document that Social Security has con-

tributed to this early retirement trend.2

This implies that Social Security reforms must be evalu-

ated in part based on what they would do to labor

market behavior and to private savings. These are

important matters to the Social Security program itself

and the overall health of the economy.

Social Security is important. It has brought down poverty rates among the elderly, but at the same time is a

large share of federal spending and taxes. Changes in Social Security will also affect Medicare, labor force

participation, and savings. Reforming Social Security is an urgent priority. Today, we have the opportunity to

adopt reforms that would promote economic growth, which will make it easier to support an aging society.

The United States has advantages that our trading partners lack:  we face a less dramatic demographic shift,

and our economy is stro
nger. Making changes soon allows for a more gradual phase-in, and lets workers

adjust their plans. It would also head off pressure for large future tax increases which would impede eco-

nomic growth and exacerbate the problem of paying for Social Security and Medicare. 

Michael Boskin is the Tully M. Friedman Professor of Economics and Hoover Institution Senior Fellow, Stanford University.  This

Brief is drawn from a paper presented at the Academy’s 1998 conference.  The book of conference proceedings, Framing the

Social Security Debate: Values, Politics and Economics, is forthcoming and will be distributed through the Brookings Institution

Press, 202-797-6258.
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Political Risk and 
Social Security ReformBy Hugh Heclo

Wide-ranging as they are, all of the major Social

Security proposals being debated today seek to

reform, not abolish, government’s role in retirement

policy. Amid the swirl of complex details, it is

important to recognize this common ground

because it reveals a de facto agreement most

Americans share about the basic purpose of govern-

ment retirement policy.

The Inevitability of Government
The term “privatization” is now widely used to char-

acterize prominent Social Security reform proposals.

No major initiatives, however, advocate a total gov-

ernment withdrawal from the problem of financial

insecurity in old age; none would rely solely on do-

it-yourself, voluntary provisions within a world of

strictly “private sector” retirement arrangements. 

This is true because there is no government-less 

private sector in sight to withdraw to. Voluntary,

market-based, “private”  retirement plans have been

created and spread within a federal policy framework

of tax incentives and federal regulations creating

nationally uniform rules (e.g. fiduciary responsibili-

ties, diversification requirements and so on).1

Moreover, employer- sponsored pension plans are

designed by taking account of the existence of Social

Security.2 Thus any dismantling of the current

Social Security program will itself affect virtually all

operations and expectations within this system of

voluntary retirement plans. Likewise, even the most

“private” individual investments for retirement

depend on a framework of government laws and

regulations for their protection in orderly markets.

In one form or another, national policy — which is

to say, government — is an inescapable reality of our

complex modern society.
Achieving the Purpose: 
Retirement Security Underlying the Social Security reform debate is a

general consensus that the purpose of public policy

should be to promote financial security in old age

Retirement programs are long-term commitments. They will always depend on America’s political

process. Every reform depends on government keeping its promises and maintaining the integrity of

the system over the long haul. “Political risks” are different from uncertainty about what the future

holds. Uncertainties — such as an unexpected change in economic or demographic conditions — can

beset any policy. Political riskiness, in contrast, is inherent in the policy itself. It refers to a given plan’s

vulnerability to being destabilized as time passes, rendering it unsustainable in its original purpose and

promised operations. We are more likely to recognize the political risks in the system we have than to

predict the new political risks in a significantly restructured system. 

Hugh Heclo is the Robinson Professor of Public Affairs, George Mason University.  This Brief is drawn from a paper he present-

ed at the Academy’s 1998 conference.  The book of conference proceedings, Framing the Social Security Debate: Values,

Politics and Economics, is forthcoming and will be distributed through the Brookings Institution Press, 202-797-6258.
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Can We Afford Social Security
When Baby Boomers Retire?By Virginia Reno and Kathryn Olson

Concerns about the affordability of Social Security in

the next century often use population dependency
ratios to show the burden of supporting more
retired people with a relatively smaller work force. In

truth, the work force is not projected to shrink. But

it is expected to grow more slowly than the retired

population. There will be more people age 65 and
older for two reasons: first, life expectancy after age

65 is increasing; and second, the Baby Boom gener-

ation will begin moving past age 65 around 2010.

Today, people age 65 and over are 13 percent of the

total population. By 2030 they are estimated to be

20 percent of the population.1

This Brief presents several different ways to think

about the impact of the Baby Boom’s retirement on

the affordability of Social Security. It first considers

population dependency ratios. They are based solely

on the number of people who are supported by
other people. It then compares the cost of Social

Security with the economic resources projected to

be available to meet the costs: first in terms of the

entire economy; and second in terms of the wages of

workers whose taxes finance the benefits. The Brief

does not address other consequences of an aging
population, such as the demand for health care,
long-term care and other services. Nor does it speak

to the fairness of how the costs of an aging popula-

tion will be shared.2

There is much discussion of the rising cost of Social Security and the declining number of workers to

support the Baby Boomers when they retire. How affordable is Social Security projected to be then?  A

look at several different measures reveals the following: 
When the Baby Boomers are retired, the total number of people supported by each worker (includ-

ing children, retirees and other non-workers) will not be as large as it was when the Baby Boomers

were children. 
As a share of the total economy, the rise in Social Security costs will not be as large as the rise in

spending for public education when the Baby Boomers were children.  

By 2030, wages that are subject to Social Security taxes are projected to grow by 33 percent in

today’s dollars. In the implausible event that Social Security were to be balanced solely through a tax

rate increase — a proposal no one is making — workers’ net wages (after paying the higher tax)

would be 26 percent higher than they are today. 
These measures suggest that the important question is how Americans will choose to allocate national

resources to adapt to an aging population.

Virginia Reno is the Director of Research and Kathryn Olson is a Research Associate at the National Academy of 

Social Insurance.
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The Predictability of 

Retirement Income

By Lawrence H. Thompson

The projected cost of the baby boom’s retirement ben-

efits has triggered one of the most vocal debates in the

history of the U.S. Social Security system. The wisdom

of substituting privately managed, individual accounts

for a portion of the current defined-benefit system is a

prominent feature of this debate. 

Retirement Income Needs 

to be Predictable

Thus far, analyses have focused on how a shift to indi-

vidual accounts would affect national savings, the fed-

eral budget, or rates of return earned by different birth

cohorts. This Brief asks an important question that has

been generally overlooked:  that is, how would individ-

ual accounts affect the predictability of retirement

incomes for workers? 

Pension systems promise that, in return for making

regular contributions during their working years,

retirees can rely on them for income during retirement.

To function effectively, pension systems should be

organized so that these promises provide a stable, pre-

dictable and adequate source of retirement income to

each participant. Predictability means two things. First,

it means that the benefits that were promised during

one’s working life will actually materialize in retire-

ment. Second, it means that the value of the benefits

paid will have some predictable relationship to the

standard of living prevailing at the time of retirement.

In other words, the benefit will replace a predictable

percentage of one’s earnings. 

Predictability allows individuals and society as a whole

to plan appropriately to finance the desired level of

retirement income, so that the resources available in

retirement are neither too high — meaning too much

was set aside for retirement that might have been bet-

ter used to meet other needs — or too low — causing

too large a drop in living standards at retirement.

Pension predictability has received relatively little atten-

tion because thus far the debate has focused on com-

parisons using artificial scenarios in which events always

unfold in a predictable manner. For example, they

assume that: workers have continuous employment and

steady wage levels; wages and prices grow at a fixed

rate; investment returns are constant from year to year;

Predictable pensions, whose benefits bear some relationship to the standard of living when a worker

retires, are desirable in any retirement system. Both defined-benefit plans, like Social Security, and

defined-contribution plans, like individual retirement savings accounts, pose risks, but they are different.

Hence, a mixed system might be the best balance. The United States already has a mixed system: 

(1) the public Social Security system which provides a predictable base of retirement income, but with

relatively modest benefits for middle and upper income workers; and (2) the private system, with a large

employer pension and retirement saving industry, that has been shifting toward a defined-contribution

model. America does not need to privatize Social Security to achieve a mixed system.

Lawrence H. Thompson is a Senior Fellow at the Urban Institute.  This Brief is based on a paper he presented at the

Academy’s 1998 conference. The book of conference proceedings, Framing the Social Security Debate: Values, Politics and

Economics, is forthcoming and will be distributed through the Brookings Institution Press, 202-797-6258.
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